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Abstract. In this paper we sketch a vision of explainability of intelligent
systems as a logic approach suitable to be injected into and exploited by
the system actors once integrated with sub-symbolic techniques.
In particular, we show how argumentation could be combined with dif-
ferent extensions of logic programming – namely, abduction, inductive
logic programming, and probabilistic logic programming – to address the
issues of explainable AI as well as some ethical concerns about AI.

Keywords: explainable AI · ethical AI · argumentation · logic program-
ming · abduction · probabilistic LP · inductive LP.

1 Introduction

In the new artificial intelligence (AI) era, intelligent systems are increasingly
relying on sub-symbolic techniques such as deep learning [2, 7]. Since opaqueness
of most sub-symbolic techniques engenders fear and distrust, the behaviour of
intelligent systems should be observable, explainable, and accountable—which
is the goal of the eXplainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) field [2, 8].

In this paper we focus on logic-based approaches and discuss their potential
to address XAI issues especially in pervasive scenarios that can be designed as
open multi-agent system (MAS)—the reference for the design of intelligent sys-
tems [7, 44, 45]. In particular, this paper proposes an architecture for delivering
(ubiquitous) symbolic intelligence to achieve explainability in pervasive contexts
based on two assumptions: (i) ubiquitous symbolic intelligence is the key to
making the environment truly smart and self-explainable, (ii) declarativeness
and transparency can lead to the injection of ethical behaviours—see e.g. [34].
The architecture enables on-demand symbolic intelligence injection only where
and when required. Sub-symbolic techniques – e.g., deep networks algorithms
– are therefore part of our vision and can coexist in the system even in case
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they are not fully explainable. One of the main requirements of any system is
then to identify which parts need to be explained – for ethical or legal purposes,
responsibility issues, etc. – and which ones can instead remain opaque.

Logic-based approaches already play a well-understood role in the engineer-
ing of intelligent (multi-agent) systems; declarative, logic-based approaches have
the potential to represent an alternative way of delivering symbolic intelligence,
complementary to the one pursued by sub-symbolic approaches [7]. Logic-based
technologies address opaqueness issues, and, once suitably integrated with argu-
mentation capabilities, can provide for features like interpretability, observabil-
ity, accountability, and explainability. In our vision, explainability depends on
a system’s capability of conversing and debating about situations and choices,
providing reports and insights into what is happening. An explanation can be
seen as a sort of conversation among the person asking for clarification and
the system actors – agents, environment, and (e-)institution. As far as ethics
is concerned, LP has recently been deeply studied by the research community,
precisely in relation to the implementation of ethical machines and systems [40].

Argumentation is the spearhead of the proposed approach, yet – in order to
tackle the AI requirements for ubiquitous intelligence – it should be strongly
intertwined with logic programming and its extensions. In particular, our vision
of symbolic intelligence leverages argumentation, abduction, inductive logic pro-
gramming, and probabilistic logic programming, along the line of some recent
research works—e.g., [22, 26, 31].

2 Explanation: Meaning & Roles

The first issue to be clarified when it comes to explainability is the acceptation
of the term. Since explainability has become one of the hottest research topics in
AI, the very notion of explainability has become the subject of scientific debate,
also aimed at defining related concepts and terms such as explanation, inter-
pretability, and understandability. Yet, there is still no widely-shared definition,
also due to the pervasiveness of terms from the common language [32].

Formally defining those terms is not the goal of this paper. Instead, in the
following, we point out some issues to consider when dealing with explainability
and discuss how they affect the design of the proposed architecture.

Explanation vs interpretation. The terms “interpretability” and “explainability”
are often used carelessly and interchanged in the context of XAI [16]. Although
the two terms are closely related and both contributing to the ultimate goal of
understandability, they should be kept well distinct. Accordingly, here we borrow
the definition of interpretation from logic, where the word essentially describes
the operation of binding objects to their actual meaning in some context—thus,
the goal of interpretability is to convey to humans the meaning of data [15]. Then,
we conceive explanation can be seen as an activity of symbolic representation
and transformation by the explanator, aimed at making the subjective activity
of interpretation by the explainee easier [32, 16].
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Once this distinction has been made, two general remarks are useful: (i)
most XAI approaches proposed into the recent literature mostly focus on inter-
pretability, (ii) to reach explainability, a mechanism for unwinding a reasoning
and a corresponding conversation enabler is somehow required. This mechanism
allows distinct actors’ roles to be taken into account in the explanation process.
Also, conversations can be used to clarify non-understandable explanations.

Explanation actors and kind of explanation. Who are the explanators, and who
the explainees? Can we proceed beyond the simplistic hypothesis that software
systems/agents are the explanators, and explainees are just humans? In the
literature [1, 24, 39] explanators are typically software components (i.e., agents
in multi-agent systems), explainees are intended to be humans.

Instead, every possible direction that explanation could follow in AI systems
should be explored [32]: human-agent, agent-human, agent-agent. Accordingly,
tools and methods for explainability should be light-weight, easy integrable in
existing technologies, embeddable in different AI techniques, and easily usable by
software developers and engineers. For the same reasons, interoperability is one
of the main requirements we take into account in the design of the architecture.

Furthermore, the sort of explanation that a system can provide is relevant,
indeed. An explanation for a human is not necessarily useful for an agent, and
viceversa. So, for instance, a logic-based tool generating an effective explanation
for agents may not necessarily be immediately useful for humans; yet, once in-
tegrated with the appropriate AI techniques – such as tools for translation into
natural language – it could become effective for humans, too.

3 Logic Techniques for XAI

3.1 Why logic?

Our driving question here is: “What is or can be the added value of logic program-
ming for implementing machine ethics and explainable AI?” The main answer
lies in the three main features of LP: (i) being a declarative paradigm, (ii) work-
ing as a tool for knowledge representation, and (iii) allowing for different forms
of reasoning and inference. These features lead to some properties for intelligent
systems that can be critical in the design of ubiquitous intelligence.

Provability. By relying on LP, the models can provide for well-founded seman-
tics ensuring some fundamental computational properties – such as correctness
and completeness. Moreover, extensions can be formalised, well-founded as well,
based on recognised theorems—like for instance, correctness of transitive clo-
sure, strongly equivalent transformation, modularity, and splitting set theorem.
Provability is a key feature in the case of trusted and safe systems.

Explainability. The explainability feature is somehow intrinsic in LP techniques.
Formal methods for argumentation-, justification-, and counterfactual-based meth-
ods are often based on a logic programming approach [21, 35, 40]. These tech-
niques make the system capable to engage in dialogues with other actors to
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communicate its reasoning, explain its choices, or to coordinate in the pursuit
of a common goal. So, the explanation can be a dialogue showing insights on
reasoning or, again, the explanation can be the unraveling of causal reasoning
based on counterfactual. Counterfactuals are the base for hypothetical reason-
ing, a necessary feature both for explanation and machine ethics. Furthermore,
other logical forms of explanation can be envisaged via non-monotonic reasoning
and argumentation, through a direct extension of the semantics of LP.

Expressivity and situatedness. As far as the knowledge representation is con-
cerned, the logical paradigm brings non-obvious advantages—beyond the fact
of being human-readable. First of all, a logical framework makes it possible to
grasp different nuances according to the extensions considered—e.g., nondeter-
minism, constraints, aggregates [20]. Also, assumptions and exceptions can be
made explicit, as well as preferences—e.g., weighted weak constraints [4]. Finally,
extensions targeting the Internet of Things can allow knowledge to be situated
in order to be able to capture the specificities of the context in which it is located
[12]. Expressive, flexible, and situated frameworks are needed to cover various
problems and reasoning tasks closely related to each other.

Hybridization. One of the strengths of computational logic is to make it possible
the integration of diverse techniques [11, 42]—e.g., logic programming paradigms,
database technologies, knowledge representation, non-monotonic reasoning, con-
straint programming, mathematical programming, etc. This makes it possible to
represent the heterogeneity of the contexts of intelligent systems – also in relation
to the application domains – and to customise as needed the symbolic intelligence
that is provided while remaining within a well-founded formal framework.

3.2 User requirements for XAI

Before we move into the discussion of the main extensions that a symbolic intel-
ligence engine needs to have in order to inject explainability, let us define what
we should expect from an explainable system and what kind of intelligence the
system is supposed to deal with.

R1 First of all, the system should be able to answer what questions, i.e., it
should provide query answering and activity planning in order to achieve a
user-specified goal.

R2 The system should be able to answer why questions, i.e., it should provide
explanation generation (in the form of text, images, narration, conversation)
and diagnostic reasoning.

R3 The system should be able to answer what if questions, i.e., it should provide
counterfactual reasoning and predictions about what would happen under
certain conditions and given certain choices.

R4 The system should be able to answer which questions, i.e., it should be able
to choose which scenarios to implement, once plausible scenarios have been
identified as in the previous point. The choice should result from the system’s
preferences, which could possibly be user-defined or related to the context.
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R5 The system should be able to provide suggestions, i.e., to indicate what to
do given the current state of affair, exploiting hypothetical reasoning.

R6 The system should be able to support two types of intelligence and therefore
reasoning, i.e., reactive reasoning – related to the data and the current situa-
tion – and deliberative reasoning—related more to consciousness, knowledge,
and moral, normative principles.

Even if only R2 is strictly and explicitly related to the explainability feature,
also the other requirements can help to understand and interpret the system
model, so all the above-mentioned requirements can be identified as mandatory
for reaching ethical features such as interpretability, explainability, and trustwor-
thiness. According to the requirements, in the following we discuss what logical
approach should be part of an engine that enables symbolic intelligence to be
injected in contexts demanding the aforementioned properties.

3.3 Logic approaches and technologies involved for XAI

In our vision, logic programming is the foundation upon which the architecture
for a symbolic intelligence engine can be built, enabling an intelligent system
to meet the R1 requirement. Clearly, enabling different forms of inference and
reasoning – e.g., non-monotonic reasoning – paves the way for the possibility
to get different answers (appropriate to the context) to the what questions.
Furthermore, the techniques of inference and reasoning grafted into the symbolic
engine make it possible to reason about preferences by meeting requirement R4.

However, LP needs to be extended in order to address explainability in differ-
ent AI technologies and applications, and to be able to reconcile the two aspects
of intelligence present in today’s AI systems—namely, reactive and deliberative
reasoning. In particular, in the following we show how argumentation, abduc-
tion, induction, and probabilistic LP can be fundamental ingredients to shape
explainable and ethical AI.

Argumentation. In this vision, argumentation is the enabler to meet requirement
R2. Argumentation is a required feature of the envisioned symbolic intelligence
engine to enable system actors to talk and discuss in order to explain and justify
judgments and choices, and reach agreements.

Several existing works set the maturity of argumentation models as a key
enabler of our vision [25, 30]. In spite of the long history of research in argumen-
tation and the many fundamental results achieved, much effort is still needed
to effectively exploit argumentation in our envisioned framework. First, research
on formal argumentation has mostly been theoretical: practical applications to
real-world scenarios have only recently gained attention, and are not yet reified
in a ready-to-use technology [10]. Second, many open issues of existing argu-
mentation frameworks concern their integration with contingency situations and
situated reasoning to achieve a blended integration of reactive and deliberative
reasoning. Finally, the argumentation architecture should be designed in order
to be highly scalable, distributed, open, and dynamic, and hybrid approaches
should be investigated.
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Abduction. Abduction is the enabling technique to meet R3. Abduction, in fact,
allows plausible scenarios to be generated under certain conditions, and enables
hypothetical reasoning, including the consideration of counterfactual scenarios
about the past. Counterfactual reasoning suggests thoughts about what might
have been, what might have happened if any event had been different in the past.
What if I have to do it today? What have I learned from the past? It gives hints
about the future by allowing for the comparison of different alternatives inferred
from the changes in the past. It supports a justification of why different alter-
natives would have been worse or not better. After excluding those abducibles
that have been ruled out a priori by integrity constraints, the consequences of
the considered abducibles have first to be evaluated to determine what solution
affords the greater good. Thus, reasoning over preferences becomes possible.
Counterfactual reasoning is increasingly used in a variety of AI applications,
and especially in XAI [23].

Probabilistic logic programming. Probabilistic logic programming (PLP) allows
symbolic reasoning to be enriched with degrees of uncertainty. Uncertainty can
be related to facts, events, scenarios, arguments, opinions, and so on. On the one
side, PLP allows abduction to take scenario uncertainty measures into account
[37]. On the other side, probabilistic argumentation can account for diverse types
of uncertainty, in particular uncertainty on the credibility of the premises, un-
certainty about which arguments to consider, and uncertainty on the acceptance
status of arguments or statements [38]. Reasoning by taking into account prob-
ability is one of the key factors that allow a system to fully meet R4 and R5,
managing to formulate well-founded reasoning on which scenario to prefer and
which suggestions to provide as outcomes.

Inductive logic programming. Inductive logic programming (ILP) can help us
bridging the gap between the symbolic and the sub-symbolic models—by in-
serting data and context into the reasoning. As already expressed by R6, data,
context, and reactive reasoning are key features to take into account when de-
signing intelligence. ILP makes it possible to learn from data enabling inductive
construction of first-order clausal theories from examples and background knowl-
edge. ILP is a good candidate to meet R6 and preliminary studies show ILP can
be the glue between symbolic techniques and sub-symbolic ones such as numer-
ical/statistical machine learning (ML) and deep learning [3].

All these techniques should be suitably integrated into a unique consistent frame-
work, in order to be used appropriately when needed: they should be involved
in the engineering of systems and services for XAI.

4 System Architecture

Fig. 1 summarises our vision by highlighting the main roles involved in the sys-
tem as well as the main activity flows. The grey boxes represent the technologies
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Fig. 1. Main architecture components and techniques in the vision.

involved in the vision, while arrows represent the expected provided function-
alities. The symbolic reasoner embodies the unique framework integrating the
aforementioned logic approaches.

On one side, knowledge is collected from various sources – e.g., domain-
specific knowledge, ontologies, sensors raw data – and is then exploited by agents
that live in a normative environment. Note that we mean to exploit already
existing techniques to convert ML knowledge into logic KB [9] and to explore
other possibilities – always related to the exploitation of the aforementioned LP
approaches – to explain (part of) deep knowledge.

The cognitive ability of the system is expanded with the concept of sym-
bolic (micro-)intelligence which provides the techniques of symbolic reasoning
discussed in Section 3 and tailored to LP. The multi-agent system, also thanks
to its rational reasoning and argumentation capabilities, can provide outcomes to
the users as well as explanations for their behaviours. On the other side, humans
can insert input into the system – like desires, preferences, or goals to achieve
– and these are transposed into agents’ goals, corresponding activity planning,
and lower-level commands for actuators.

Our vision stems from two basic premises: (i) knowledge is locally scattered
in a distributed environment, hence its situated nature; (ii) symbolic capabili-
ties are available over this knowledge, with the goal of extending local knowl-
edge through argumentation, induction, deduction, abduction, and probabilistic
reasoning and therefore pave the way towards explanations generation; (iii) dis-
tributed knowledge can be considered as compartmentalised in distinct knowl-
edge modules and can be used by itself, or by referring to other modules for
specific questions (according to the model of modular LP).
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4.1 Main enabling technologies

The architecture described so far is rooted in a well-founded integration of dif-
ferent AI approaches and techniques. In the following, we describe the main ones
– as well as open challenges and issues – well aware that a methodology for their
integration is far from being already defined.

Knowledge representation and sharing. Knowledge representation and re-
lated techniques are some of the main ingredients of the envisioned distributed
system, to enable conversation, argumentation, and reasoning. The system knowl-
edge has to take into account domain-specific knowledge and large-scale on-
tologies as repositories to interpret the knowledge bases available to the agents
and to reason and argument over it. Knowledge could be continuously modified,
adapted, and refined by the agents, according to their experience and perception
of the environment or to learning from experience. Accordingly, the knowledge
base is plausible that is assembled by two main sources: on the one hand, on-
tologies and hand-crafted rules, on the other hand, rules learned from big data.
Advances in machine learning will allow extracting knowledge from this data
and merging it with the former. Hybrid approaches dealing with the integration
of symbolic and sub-symbolic approaches become of paramount importance.

In this context, there are several issues and challenges to be tackled, to cite
a few, automatic extraction of knowledge from ML models, extraction of com-
monsense knowledge from the context, integration of the diverse knowledge in
an appropriate logical language that allows argumentation and inference process
to be performed. Several research fields are already facing these issues, but the
general problem is far from being solved. For sure, we believe that a suitable inte-
gration of symbolic and sub-symbolic approaches can help in the achievement of
the construction of proper system knowledge. In addition, agents’ mental state,
including cultural features and commonsense knowledge, is necessary to deal
with humans and be on par with their knowledge of real-world concepts. More-
over, their emotional state, including the support of trust and the capability
to entertain the user in a believable way is fundamental. To this end, possibly
new forms of knowledge representation should be envisioned and synergistically
integrated enabling argumentation and semantic reasoning over it.

Finally, it is worth emphasising that the sharing of knowledge, therefore the
possibility of making it explicit – and so explainable –, is one of the main purposes
of XAI, as well as of human beings.

Machine learning. In our vision, a fundamental role is played by machine
learning involved in different phases—namely, data processing & rule learning,
and planning.

Data processing & rule learning. At the most straightforward level, machine
learning techniques are clearly involved in raw input data elaboration, coming
from sensors and/or documents, into more complex, high-level, structured infor-
mation. Moreover, agents should be able to learn policies from past experience,
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by adapting both to the changing environment, and to the continuous progress of
the society. Data aggregation, feature extraction, clustering, classification, data,
and pattern mining techniques are typically employed today to reach these ob-
jectives. We believe that hybrid approaches could provide promising solutions
to these tasks, by merging logic with probabilistic models and statistical learn-
ing, so to efficiently handle advantages of both symbolic and sub-symbolic ap-
proaches and moving towards explainable systems [9]. As highlighted above, the
ML knowledge should somehow be translated into logical knowledge and prop-
erly merged with logical knowledge coming from ontologies or domain-expert
norm translation or similar.

Planning. Distributed problem solving, planning, reinforcement learning, and
cooperation [41] are some of the well-known ML techniques exploited in MAS.
Our framework adds the challenge of integrating these techniques in the argu-
mentation setting so that the planning and cooperation derive from a continu-
ous, natural interaction between agents with the environment. Once the user has
specified his desires, the agent must be able to achieve them, interacting and co-
ordinating with other individuals and with the e-institution to define the actions
to perform and consequently defining appropriate plans to reify the decisions.

Symbolic reasoning engine. The symbolic reasoning engine is the corner-
stone of the proposed approach. Each of the symbolic techniques described in
Section 3 allows one of the XAI requirements to be achieved. Accordingly, the
foundation of our vision is to have a symbolic reasoning engine – which car-
ries out the techniques discussed above – to be injectable on-demand into the
various system’s components—agents and/or environment and/or institutions.
Symbolic (micro-)intelligence architecture [5, 33] is exploited to deliver symbolic
intelligence according to the new paradigms of AI. The architecture of symbolic
(micro-)intelligence should enable – only where and when necessary – actions
at the micro-level, to respond to local and specific needs [6]. Symbolic (micro-
)intelligence complements agents’ cognitive processes because it augments the
cognitive capabilities of agents, by embodying situated knowledge about the lo-
cal environment along with the relative inference processes, based on argumen-
tation, abduction, ILP, and PLP. Beyond the open issues that belong to each of
the logical fields considered, the main open issue to be tackled is their integration
within the desired framework—i.e., a well-founded integration methodology. The
methodology should employ a multidisciplinary approach that combines exper-
tise in the fields of software engineering, natural language processing, argumen-
tation, logic, ontologies, and of course distributed and autonomous systems.

MAS & normative MAS: middleware. From a more implementation-oriented
perspective, given that conversations are a new means of orchestrating the ac-
tivities of distributed agents, an open research question – and a key one, too –
is to understand which services should a middleware provide in order to support
such distributed conversations [13].
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The multi-agent infrastructure needs not only to enable coordination among
system actors but also include the possibility of customisable and reactive arte-
facts, capable of incorporating regulation and norms and micro-intelligence.
Moreover, the middleware should provide support for discussions via an open
and shared discussion space, enabling dialogue among components that do not
necessarily know each other in advance, and also providing services and or tech-
niques for sharing knowledge, e.g., a tuple space [28]. However, unlike traditional
tuple space models, the evolution of the conversation, the argumentation process,
and the reached consensus should be taken into account, also to be exploited in
similar situations and/or to provide explanations. The best way to build such
shared dialogue spaces – also taking into account different sources of knowledge
(e.g., commonsense kb) and different artefacts acting as both law enforcers and
intelligence promoters – is a fertile ground for research.

Human-computer interaction. Knowledge sharing, also in terms of explana-
tion, requires a form of conversation among agents and humans, but also agents
and agents, and conversation requires mind-reading – in terms of ability to un-
derstand motivations, beliefs, goals of others –, or, more generally, a theory of
mind [43]. Accordingly, for human interaction, techniques coming from natural
language processing, computer vision speech recognition become essential com-
ponents of our vision.

The challenge here is twofold. On the one hand, the challenge is always related
to the distributed issues, i.e., making commands possibly understandable to a
multitude of agents and vice-versa. Existing algorithms should, therefore, be
adapted for dealing with distributed and pervasive environments. On the other
hand, existing techniques should be enhanced to understand hidden emotion
possibly based on human’s culture, tone of voice and so on.

5 Preliminary Investigation: Examples

To ground our proposal, let us discuss a preliminary example from a case study
in the area of traffic management, considering the near future of self-driving
cars. In that scenario, cars are capable of communicating with each other and
with the road infrastructure while cities and roads are suitably enriched with
sensors and virtual traffic signs able to dynamically interact with cars to provide
for information and supervision.

Accordingly, self-driving cars need to (i) exhibit some degree of intelligence
for taking autonomous decisions; they need to (ii) converse with the context
that surrounds them, (iii) have humans in the loop, (iv) respond to the legal
setting characterising the environment and the society, and (v) offer explanations
when required—e.g., in case of accidents to determine causes and responsibilities.
Fig. 2 (left) contains a possible example of the logical knowledge that, despite its
simplicity, highlights the main different sources of knowledge taken into account
in such a scenario. First of all, knowledge includes data collected by vehicle sen-
sors as well as the beliefs of vehicles—possibly related to the outcome of a joint
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discussion among other entities in the system. Then, commonsense rules enrich
the system knowledge, for instance, linking perceptions to beliefs about the fac-
tual situations at stake. Also, commonsense rules can state general superiority
relations, such as that sensors’ perceptions must be considered prevailing over
vehicles’ beliefs. An additional source of knowledge is e-institution knowledge.
Loosely speaking, e-institutions are computational realisations of traditional in-
stitutions that incarnate the global system norms as global, national, state, and
local laws, regulations, and policies. For instance, the e-institution knowledge
defined in Fig. 2 declares that the general speed limit – according to Germany
federal government – is 100 km/h outside built-up areas (no highways). In ad-
dition, a general norm is stated by the e-institution declaring that the overtake
is permitted only if it is not raining. Another possible source of knowledge is
situated knowledge collected by the surrounding context (infrastructure) that
can include specific local rules stating exceptions to the general e-institutions
rules. For instance, in the example, situated knowledge states that in the road
being represented the general speed limit only applies if it does not rain, other-
wise vehicles must slow down to 60 km/h. Note that in the example we list all
the different kinds of knowledge in a unique file, but a suitable technology that
embodies the envisioned architecture needs to manage different modules and to
combine them—depending on the situation.

Fig. 2 (right) shows some system outcomes, depending on the situation. All
examples have been implemented and tested on the preliminary implementation
of the system—namely, Arg-tuProlog (Arg2P in short) [36]3. Arg2P – designed
according to the vision discussed in this paper – is a lightweight modular ar-
gumentation tool that fruitfully combines modular logic programming and legal
reasoning according to an argumentation labelling semantics where any state-
ment (and argument) is associated with one label that is IN, OUT, UND, respec-
tively meaning that the argument is accepted, rejected, or undecided. Example
1 is run without taking into account the superiority relation of perceptions over
beliefs. In this situation, beliefs and perceptions are in conflict and no decision
can be taken by the system, i.e., vehicles can base their decision only by taking
into account the e-institution obligation and cannot be sure on the permission of
overtaking. Example 2, instead, takes superiority relation into account, and ac-
cording to the fact that sensor perception imposes a speed limit of 60 km/h and
negate permission to overtake. The argumentation process among the system
actors makes them meet the conclusion that it rains, so both vehicles, despite
their beliefs, will set the maximum speed to 60 km/h. Conversely, Example 3
is run by negating rain perception. The system then recognises that it is not
raining, so vehicle speed can be set to 100 km/h, and overtakes are allowed.

The autonomous cars example, despite its simplicity, points out one of the
key aspects discussed in Section 2: in fact, it is clear that the conversation, aimed
at explaining and reaching an agreement necessarily has to involve also agent-to-
agent communication with no necessarily humans in the loop. In the example,
the two vehicles have an opposite perception of the surrounding environment –

3 http://arg2p.apice.unibo.it
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%******** SYSTEM KB ********************
%******** ************* ****************

%** PERCEPTIONS and BELIEFS **
pr1:[] => perception(rain).

b1: [] => belief(agent1, rain).
b2: [] => -belief(agent2, rain).

%** GENERAL-COMMONSENSE KB **
% perceptions/beliefs translation
r1: perception(X) => fact(X).
r2: -perception(X) => -fact(X).

r3: belief(A, X) => fact(X).
r4: -belief(A, X) => -fact(X).

%** GENERAL-COMMONSENSE KB **
% perceptions are superior to beliefs
sup(r1,r3).
sup(r1,r4).
sup(r2,r3).
sup(r2,r4).

%** e-INSTITUTION RULES **
% permissions and obligations
o1: [] => o(max_speed(100)).
p1: -fact(rain) => p(overtaking).

%** SITUATED LOCAL KB **
% specific road obligation
% if rains max speed 60 km/h
r5: fact(rain) => speed(60).
r6:-fact(rain),o(max_speed(X))=>speed(X).

%**** Example 1 ****
IN(accepted) =======>
[obl, [max_speed(100)]]
[neg, belief(agent2, rain)]
[belief(agent1, rain)]
[perception(rain)]
UND(undecided) ====>
[fact(rain)] [fact(rain)]
[neg, fact(rain)][speed(60)]
[speed(100)] [speed(60)]
[perm, [overtaking]]

%**** Example 2 ****
IN(accepted) =======>
[speed(60)][speed(60)]
[obl, [max_speed(100)]]
[fact(rain)][fact(rain)]
[neg, belief(agent2, rain)]
[belief(agent1, rain)]
[perception(rain)]
OUT (rejected) ======>
[speed(100)][neg, fact(rain)]
[perm, [overtaking]]

%**** Example 3 ****
IN(accepted) =======>
[speed(100)][speed(100)]
[perm, [overtaking]]
[obl, [max_speed(100)]]
[neg, fact(rain)][neg, fact(rain)]
[neg, belief(agent2, rain)]
[belief(agent1, rain)]
[neg, perception(rain)]
[perm, [overtaking]]
OUT (rejected) ======>
[speed(60)][fact(rain)]

Fig. 2. Example of system knowledge in the self-driving cars scenario, implemented in
Arg2P (left). Arg2P system outcomes in three discussed examples (right).
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one thinks that it rains and one does not – so, they must converse and argue to
understand what is the most possible matter of facts and then stick to that.

The examples discussed are just a simplification of the scenario but already
illustrate the potential of rooting explanation in LP and argumentation. A first
explanation is provided by the argumentation labelling which allows correlat-
ing arguments (and statements) accepted as plausible to a graph of attacks,
superiority and non-defeasible rules, detailing the system reasoning. If we think
about how the scenario could be enriched through abducibles and counterfac-
tuals enabling a what-if analysis of different scenarios, the possibilities of the
system to be explainable become manifold. Furthermore, probabilistic concepts
make it possible to stick weight on assumptions, rules and arguments, for in-
stance, agents’ beliefs can be weighted according to the social credibility of each
of them—possibly measured on numbers of sanctions or whatever. Ethics be-
haviours can be computed as well – in a human-readable way – preferring, for
instance, to minimise the number of deaths in case of accidents. Interesting dis-
cussions on the moral choices of the system can be introduced and compared
exploiting what-if analysis.

6 Related works & discussion

Just as AI sub-symbolic techniques are gaining momentum, symbolic techniques
rooted in logic approaches are getting more and more attention— mostly because
symbolic approaches can more easily meet the requirements of intelligent systems
in terms of ethical concerns, explainability, and understandability.

Several efforts have been made for the integration of symbolic and sub-
symbolic techniques under the XAI perspective, as discussed in some existing
survey [9]. However, most of the works focus on a single type of logic that can
effectively address the specific needs of the application at hand; less attention is
typically reserved to devise a comprehensive integrated framework.

Logic programming is already undergoing a re-interpretation from an ethical
perspective, as discussed in the literature [34, 35, 40]. Despite that, neither a com-
prehensive architecture nor a general methodology for integrating sub-symbolic
AI techniques and logic programming can be found in the literature.

Our work aims at igniting a discussion about the integration of different
logic approaches and AI techniques to achieve the XAI objectives. However, the
architecture proposed in this paper is just the starting point for the design and
the implementation of the envisioned symbolic engine and its integration with
other existing AI techniques. Many issues and research challenges are still open.

First of all, the model formalisation deserves attention. Argumentation, per
se, has been seen as an effective means to facilitate many aspects of decision-
making and decision-support systems especially when decisions recommended
by such systems need to be explained. Several works show its effectiveness [14,
19], in particular in the generation of an explanation that justifies the solution
found by the black boxes of ML [17, 46]. Some works exist in the most recent
literature, that underline the possible synergies of integration of different logic
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approaches, especially when combined with statistical ML algorithms. For in-
stance, [26] discuss abduction and argumentation as two principled forms for
reasoning and fleshes out the fundamental role that they can play within ML
surveying the main works in the area. More generally, abduction and argumenta-
tion have been combined in different ways in the literature, starting from Dung’s
foundational work [18] introducing the preferred extension semantics of abduc-
tive logic programs. Abduction and argumentation can both be seen as processes
for generating explanations either for a given observation as in the case of ab-
duction or for a conclusion (claim or decision) in the case of argumentation.
Explanations under abduction are in terms of underlying (theoretical or non-
observable) hypotheses, whereas explanations under argumentation are in terms
of arguments (among a set of known ones) that provide justified reasons for a
conclusion to hold. Once again, however, a reference model does not emerge and
often theoretical formalisations are not reified into any working technology.

A model for the integration of abduction and PLP is discussed in [22]; other
works deal with the integration of abduction and induction [31]. In spite of the
number of research activities on the subject, most approaches are scattered, and
ad-hoc to solve a specific application need, and a general, well-founded framework
for the integration of these models is still missing today. As a result, we are still
a long way from the reification into a powerful technology – or integration of
several technologies – that would allow its effective use in intelligent systems.

Moreover, for a well-founded coherent integration of all the approaches men-
tioned in Section 4, knowledge extraction and injection techniques have to be
explored. A first overview of the main existing techniques is provided by [9], but
some challenges remain open—in particular, knowledge injection and extraction
when dealing with neural networks are a huge problem per se, and it is not clear
how and where to inject the symbolic knowledge in nets [27].

Finally, as mentioned in Section 2, one of the main problems in the XAI
and ethical AI field is that of selecting a satisfactory explanation. As far as
the explanation selection is concerned, cognitive limitations come into play. For
instance, if the explanation is required by a human, due to humans’ cognitive
limitations, the explanation cannot be presented with the whole chain of causal
connections explaining a given algorithmic decision, rather users demand a syn-
thetic explanation going to the core of the causal chain. Therefore, depending
on the explanation’s receiver the techniques to be applied may be different and
could require subsequent refinement to make them cognitively understandable.
The individuation of the mechanisms behind such a selection is, however, far
from trivial, and many cognitive techniques should be taken into account [29].

To sum up, logic and symbolic approaches in general, especially once well
integrated, can certainly be the turning point in the design of explainable and
ethical systems. Nevertheless, a lot of work has to be done to ensure a well-
founded integration between logic and the other AI techniques.
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7 Conclusion

The paper presents a vision of how explainability and ethical behaviours in
AI systems can be linked to logical concepts that find their roots in logic pro-
gramming, argumentation, abduction, probabilistic LP, and inductive LP. The
proposed solution is based on a (micro-)engine for injecting symbolic intelligence
where and when needed. A simple example is discussed in the scenario of the
self-driving car, along with its reification on a (yet preliminary) technology—
namely Arg2P. However, the discussion and the corresponding example already
highlight the potential benefits of the approach, once it is fruitfully integrated
with the sub-symbolic models and techniques exploited in the AI field. In par-
ticular, the analysis carried out in the paper points out the key requirements
of explainable and ethical autonomous behaviour, and relates them to specific
logic-based approaches. The results presented here represent just a preliminary
exploration of the intersection between LP and explainability: yet we think they
have the potential to work as a starting point for further research.
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